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WELCOME TO KG 



FIELD TRIP  TO FARM
JR.KG  07.11.23

On the 7th of November, the vibrant energy of our JR KG

children filled the air as they embarked on an enriching field

trip to MCC Farm. The anticipation and excitement were

palpable as the little ones eagerly immersed themselves in the

fascinating world of farm life. The visit proved to be an

engaging and educational experience as the children had the

opportunity to observe and learn about a variety of farm

animals. From the clucking hens and strutting roosters to the

majestic turkeys, adorable pigs, graceful spotted deer, playful

goats, and gentle cows—the farm presented a diverse array of

creatures that captured the children's curiosity. Enthusiastic

laughter and wide-eyed wonder filled the air as the children

interacted with the animals, discovering the unique

characteristics of each species. This hands-on encounter

allowed them to forge a connection with nature and

appreciate the importance of farm life in a fun and

memorable way. The farm field trip not only provided a

delightful escape from the classroom but also served as a

valuable educational experience, aligning with our

commitment to holistic learning. The children left MCC Farm

with a newfound appreciation for the animal kingdom, their

faces beaming with the joy of discovery.



FIELD TRIP TO BAKER’S SHOP 

On the 8th of November, our Nursery children embarked on a

delightful field trip to the renowned baker's shop, 'Tarts the Eater's

Club.' The excursion was a feast for the senses as the children were

immersed in the enchanting world of baking. Upon arrival, the

children were greeted by the inviting aroma of freshly baked goods.

Their eyes widened with curiosity as they observed the array of

delectable treats on display, ranging from golden-brown pastries to

intricately decorated cakes. The highlight of the day was an

interactive session with the skilled baker, who graciously

demonstrated the art of baking. The children gathered around as

the baker showcased the process of creating a masterpiece—a

freshly baked cake. The excitement reached its peak as they

witnessed the cake being sliced and the finishing touch of icing

being skilfully applied to the entire confection. To add to the joy, the

little bakers were presented with a sweet surprise. Each child

received a charming gift box containing mini tarts, a token of

appreciation from 'Tarts the Eater's Club.' The joy on their faces

was priceless as they eagerly anticipated indulging in their delicious

takeaway. The field trip not only satisfied the children's curiosity

about the baking process but also ignited a passion for the culinary

arts. 'Tarts the Eater's Club' provided a memorable experience that

will undoubtedly leave a lasting impression on our young learners,

inspiring future bakers and food enthusiasts.

NURSERY  – 08.11.2023



FIELD  TRIP  TO  GUINDY   SNAKE  PARK
SR.KG - 09.11.23

On the 9th of November, the SRKG children embarked

on a thrilling field trip to Guindy Snake Park.

Excitement filled the air as the young children eagerly

anticipated an up-close encounter with some of

nature's most captivating creatures—snakes and

reptiles. The visit to the park proved to be an

educational adventure, offering the children a unique

opportunity to observe and learn about a diverse array

of reptilian wonders. From the mesmerizing spectacle

of cobras and the ominous presence of the Russell's

viper to the vibrant hues of green snakes, the park

showcased the rich biodiversity of the reptile kingdom.

In addition to the serpentine wonders, the children

were enthralled by the sight of crocodiles basking in

the sun, the slow and steady movements of tortoises,

and the curious iguanas exploring their enclosures.

Each exhibit provided a valuable learning experience,

allowing the children to appreciate the importance of

these reptilian inhabitants in our ecosystem. Children

left the field trip with a wealth of knowledge about

snakes and reptiles, and their enthusiasm for wildlife

conservation was palpable.



DIWALI CELEBRATION 
NURSERY , JR.KG , SR.KG – 10.11.2023

On November 10th, 2023, the spirit of Diwali illuminated the hearts

of Nursery, Jr. KG, and Sr. KG children as they came together for a

joyous celebration. Dressed in a kaleidoscope of colors that

mirrored the vibrancy of the festival, the tiny tots embarked on a day

filled with cultural richness and delightful festivities. The festivities

commenced with a warm introduction by the teachers, setting the

stage for an immersive exploration of Diwali. The enchanting tales

of the festival were narrated, allowing the children to grasp the

significance of the festival of lights and the triumph of good over

evil. The celebration came alive as the children took center stage,

treating the audience to a lively dance performance and a skit that

encapsulated the essence of Diwali. Laughter and applause filled

the air as the young performers showcased their talent and

creativity, spreading joy among their peers. The magic continued as

the children gathered to witness their teachers light fireworks

flowerpots, creating a mesmerizing display that reflected the radiant

joy of Diwali. The children immersed themselves in creating paper

lanterns, diyas, and rockets, each masterpiece a testament to their

creativity and connection to the cultural traditions of Diwali. These

crafted treasures became take-home mementos, ensuring that the

festive spirit continued beyond the school walls. The Diwali

celebration at San Academy was not just a day of festivities; it was a

journey of cultural exploration and shared joy.



DIWALI CELEBRATION 
NURSERY , JR.KG , SR.KG – 10.11.2023



CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION
NURSERY , JR.KG, SR.KG – 14.11.2023

On the 14th of November 2023, the little ones

from Nursery, Jr. KG, and Sr. KG celebrated

celebrate Children's Day. The day was filled

with laughter, colors, and exciting activities

that left smiles on every child's face. The

festivities commenced with an introduction to

Children's Day by their teachers, setting the

tone for a day dedicated to the joy and

innocence of childhood. The classrooms were a

vibrant display of colors as children donned

their most colorful attire, adding to the festive

atmosphere. The day was brimming with fun-

filled games, activities and surprises. As the

day unfolded, each child had the opportunity to

express their creativity by crafting a beautiful

paper rose, white dove and greeting card to

take home—a memento from a day filled with

laughter and learning.



FRIENDLY  NEIGHBOURHOOD  DAY
NURSERY – 20.11.23

On November 20th, 2023, the Nursery children came together to

celebrate the Friendly Neighborhood Day, a day dedicated to

exploring the roles of community helpers. Guided by their

teachers, the little ones delved into an exciting journey of

discovery, learning about the various community heroes and the

unique places where they work. The classrooms buzzed with

enthusiasm as children embraced the theme by dressing up as their

favorite community helpers. From doctors and nurses to

firefighters, teachers, farmers, postman, and even the friendly

milkman, the colorful array of costumes brought the community to

life within the school walls. Under the guidance of their teachers,

the children took turns introducing themselves as their chosen

community helper, proudly displaying the tools and items

associated with their respective roles. This interactive session not

only allowed the children to showcase their creativity but also

deepened their understanding of the important functions these

community heroes perform. A highlight of the day was the crafting

activity, where the children joyfully engaged in creating a nurse

craft. This hands-on experience not only honed their fine motor

skills but also served as a tangible reminder of the valuable

contributions of healthcare professionals in our neighbourhood.

The Friendly Neighbourhood Day proved to be an educational and

enjoyable experience for the Nursery children, fostering a sense of

community awareness and appreciation for the everyday heroes

who make a difference in our lives.



JR. KG 21.11.23 
BIRD FEEDER’S DAY

.

On November 21st, 2023, the JRKG children had a delightful and

educational experience as they celebrated Bird Feeder's Day. The event

was thoughtfully organized to immerse the children in the fascinating

world of birds, fostering a sense of compassion and understanding for our

feathered friends. The highlight of the day was the captivating Bird Ramp

Walk, where the children, adorned in colorful bird costumes, took to the

runway, showcasing their avian-inspired attire. This playful activity not

only sparked the children's creativity but also provided a visual and

interactive introduction to the diverse world of birds. Learning about birds

extended beyond the runway, as the children participated in an action-

packed Bird Dance, bringing the enchanting world of birds to life through

movement and expression. The lively performance added a touch of joy to

the day, reinforcing the importance of understanding and appreciating

nature. The teachers took the opportunity to impart valuable lessons on

bird care, demonstrating how to use a bird feeder to provide nourishment

for our feathered friends. This hands-on experience not only educated the

children about the needs of birds but also instilled a sense of responsibility

and compassion toward these winged creatures. The day concluded with a

creative twist as the children engaged in crafting beautiful bird feeders.

This activity not only enhanced their fine motor skills but also allowed

them to express their creativity while contributing to the well-being of

birds in their surroundings.



SR.KG – 22.11.23 

AQUA WORLD DAY

On November 22nd, 2023, the SrKG children enjoyed a special

event known as Aqua World Day, immersing themselves in a

day filled with valuable lessons about the significance of water

and the wonders of aquatic creatures. Guided by their

teachers, the little ones embarked on an educational journey

that not only taught them about aquatic life but also instilled a

sense of responsibility for water conservation. The day began

with a thoughtful session led by the teachers, delving into the

importance of water and shedding light on endangered aquatic

animals. The children were actively engaged, absorbing

crucial knowledge about the role they can play in protecting

these vulnerable species. The teachers also emphasized the

importance of water conservation practices that can start right

at home. To infuse an element of joy into the learning

experience, the children danced together, embodying the

playful movements of water animals. Some adventurous

children even embraced the role of mermaids, adding a

whimsical touch to the festivities. The event successfully

blended education with fun, creating a memorable and

enriching experience for the SrKG children.



NURSERY – 27.11.23

SHOW AND TELL 

In a delightful showcase of creativity and confidence, the

Nursery children recently took center stage in a vibrant

Show and Tell event. Dressed in theme-based costumes

and props, the young participants exuded enthusiasm as

they presented their chosen topic—community helpers—

with flair and charm. The event was not just a display of

props; it was a dynamic performance where each child

shared their thoughts and ideas. The theme of community

helpers inspired the little ones to express their creativity

and understanding in a unique and engaging manner.

Motivated by the event, the Nursery children embraced the

opportunity to express themselves, fostering a spirit of

creativity and self-confidence.



SHOW AND TELL
JR.KG 28.11.23 

In a delightful and confidence-filled event, the

Jr.KG children recently dazzled in the Show and

Tell extravaganza. The young participants, dressed

in vibrant headgears and adorned with handmade

props, took the stage with enthusiasm, capturing

hearts with their adorable presentations about their

favorite birds. The air was charged with excitement

as the children confidently shared their knowledge

about various bird species, highlighting different

features and parts. Their enthusiasm skyrocketed,

creating an atmosphere of joy and eagerness to

express themselves. The event not only showcased

the children's creativity but also played a pivotal

role in building their confidence and self-esteem.

Each child spoke eloquently, describing their

chosen bird with a mix of feelings, thoughts, and

emotions. This not only enhanced their

communication skills but also provided a platform

for them to express themselves in a supportive

environment.



SHOW AND TELL
SR.KG 29.11.23 

In a captivating Show and Tell event, the Sr.KG children

recently demonstrated their talents by delving into the

fascinating topics of the Aquatic World, Amphibians, and

Reptiles. With enthusiasm and confidence, each child chose a

topic and passionately shared their knowledge, turning the

event into a vibrant exhibition of learning. This platform not

only provided an opportunity for the children to showcase their

understanding of the theme but also became a catalyst for

improving their communication skills. The young participants,

armed with creative props, articulated their thoughts with

remarkable confidence, making the event an engaging and

educational experience for both the presenters and the

audience. The Sr. KG Show highlighted their individual talents

and the strides they have made in effective communication.



INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION  WINNERS



CHILDREN’S DAY – 14.11.23
PRIMARY-I & II 

CHILDREN’S DAY is one of the

cherishable day in a student’s life.

To make it more interesting and

memorable Oratorical competitions

were conducted for the students of

Grade I & II and students were

awarded with Prizes which was a

proud moment for them. Students

were asked to come in colour dress

on Children’s day and various

games were also conducted which

made the day fun-filled and

enjoyable.



NO BAG DAY – 18.11.23
PRIMARY-I & II 

"Creativity is seeing what others see and

thinking what no one else ever thought." –

Albert Einstein.

As rightly said every one is filled with

creativity and has a unique way of thinking.

To bring out the creativity and imagination of

the students, “GREETING CARD MAKING”

activity was done by the students of Grade 1 &

2 as part of NO BAG DAY ACTIVITY. No

doubt that sky is the limit for their

imagination and creativity. Our cute little

ones made different cards like Birthday card,

Thank you card, wishes for various occasion

using different colourful papers and

decorative materials. It was a feast for our

eyes to see the students actively involved in

making these vibrant cards. To show case the

efforts and the talents of the students all the

cards made by our students was displayed in

our school premises. The Parents were

overwhelmed with happiness on seeing their

child’s card done and displayed beautifully.



INTRA COMPETITION – 29.11.23   
PRIMARY-I & II

We all know that every month we introduce

various new clubs to students through which

experiential learning happens. One such club

is “Drawing Club” which was introduced to

students in the month of November. As a part

of Club activity students learnt drawing step

by step right from vbasic strokes to a beautiful

picture. Intra club competition was conducted

finally on 29.11.23. to assess the students

learning and this again was a fun-filled

learning which also brought out the creativity

and imagination of the students.



DIWALI CELEBRATION - 10.11.23  
PRIMARY-III TO V

Diwali, is one of the major religious

festivals in India which lasts for five days

from the 13th day of the dark half of the

lunar month Ashvina to the second day

of the light half of the lunar month

Karttika. The festival generally

symbolizes the victory of light over

darkness. Diwali is celebrated in a grand

manner by our students which comprised

of dance and speech. Principal addressed

the students and expanined the

importance of celebrating such festivals.

Childrens Day Celebration



NO BAG DAY 10.11.23 
PRIMARY-III TO V

We at San Academy believe that 

every child is unique and possess 

unique talents. To showcase and 

bring out the talents of the students 

"INDIVIDUAL TALENT" was 

planned for the students of Grade 3 

to 5 as a part of No bag day activity, 

which was conducted on 10.11.23



INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION
PRIMARY III TO V



INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION WINNERS
PRIMARY III TO V

Category 1 (Grade 1 & 2)

Winner POORVITH

Category 2 ( Grade 3 to 5)

Winner ANVITHA

Overall Runner-up and

School Participation award



SPARK INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION 
ORGANISED BY SHIKSHA PUBLIC SCHOOL

PRIMARY III TO V

VAMSHIDHAR – First 

place in Public 

Speaking



SPARK INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION ORGANISED 
BY SHIKSHA PUBLIC SCHOOL

PRIMARY III TO V

NANNILA VA – First 

place in Jewellery 

Making

YASHINI VC – Second 

place in Jewellery 

Making



SPARK INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION ORGANISED 
BY SHIKSHA PUBLIC SCHOOL

PRIMARY III TO V

THARUN IID – First 

place in Sunshade



SPARK INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION ORGANISED 
BY SHIKSHA PUBLIC SCHOOL

PRIMARY III TO V

Ethnic Dance 

First place 

Hanushka VB

Nikkitha VA

Rackshitha VA



RYLA - GRADE IX
04.11.23

Students of San Academy

Tamabaram attended a 3-day

RYLA camp at G.S.K. Memorial

School in Kumbakonam. That 3

days at RYLA shaped their ways

and taught them life skills like

public speaking, career

development programme plans,

emotional intelligence

enhancement, and meditation.

But most of all, they developed a

raging desire to become a better

leader and even become active

and involved in our community



RYLA - GRADE IX
04.11.23



ASSEMBLY- GRADE VIII
DIWALI CELEBRATION 06.11.23 

The victory of good over evil, in other

words, Diwali was celebrated in a grand

manner on 6.11.2023, in the assembly.

The assembly started with praise to the

mother tongue with Tamil Thai

Vazhthu. Speeches were given in

regional and national language on the

occasion. A role play was enacted by the

students on safety precautions during

the festival. As part of ‘Go Green’

initiative an eco-friendly cracker, filled

with varied seeds, was burst. Students

also showcased colourful rangoli to

mark the auspicious event. The

assembly concluded with National

Anthem.



VIGILANCE AWARENESS SESSION
GRADE VI TO X- 08.11.23           

To sensitise the students of senior classes

about the ill effects of corruption in the

society and promote moral values amongst

the students, the first week of November was

observed as Vigilance Awareness Week by

CBSE in the concept of “Say no to

corruption; commit to the nation.". Students

were motivated to take an integrated e-

pledge. And an orientation session for high

school students by Mr. Narendra Singh –

Customs Excise department.



VIGILANCE AWARENESS SESSION
GRADE VI TO X- 08.11.23           



STAR OF THE MONTH           



NO TO PLASTIC
GRADE VI TO X – 10.11.23

To create an awareness of the 

harmful effects of Plastic and to 

instill a social responsibility in 

students NO TO PLASTIC 

ACTIVITY is conducted for the 

students of grade 6 to 10. Students 

took pledge on not to use plastic, 

many videos were shown and 

teachers also had an interactive 

session with them. Our little stars 

made different art using the plastic 

with a message that we can reuse 

such plastics.



ANGER MANAGEMENT AND NAVY  WEEK
GRADE VI TO X – 08.11.23

Students of high school students were

given orientation on the anger

management by Mr. Senthilkumar –

HELIX school chairman -salem and

Importance of Navy week was

explained by the Navy commander

Mr. Ravikanna .



ANGER MANAGEMENT  FROM NEWSPAPER
GRADE VI TO X – 08.11.23



CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 14.11.23 
ASSEMBLY- GRADE VIII

Childrens Day Celebration Children's Day,

celebrated on November 14th, is dedicated to

the well-being of children. It coincides with the

birth anniversary of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,

the country's first Prime Minister, who

advocated for children's rights and education.

The day serves as a reminder to protect and

nurture children's innocence and potential,

focusing on education, nutrition, and a secure

environment. It raises awareness about global

challenges such as poverty and child labor.

Childrens day is celebrated as usual in a grand

manner and the sweets were distributed to the

children. Special performance were given by

the teachers which added fragrance to the

show.



CHILDREN’S DAY WINNERS



COMMUNICATION LAB
GRADE VI TO X – 18.11.23          

Students of high school students were

given orientation on the anger

management by Mr. Senthilkumar –

HELIX school chairman -salem and

Importance of Navy week was

explained by the Navy commander

Mr. Ravikanna .



CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 
GRADE VI TO X – 17-11-23

On November 17, Children's Day was

celebrated in our school. The teachers

performed various activities such as

dances, skits, singing, etc. On the same

day, the teachers distributed samosa

and cakes to the students.



NO BAG DAY & I ROCK THE PROGRAM
GRADE VI TO X – 18.11.23          

An I rock programme was

conducted on the No Bag

Day for grade 6-8 students on

18th November2023. Students

showcased their talents like

in vocal, speech, playing

musical instruments, mime

etc.



FIELD TRIP 
GRADE IX & X -18.11.23

San Academy high school students went for an

educational Field trip to Mahabalipuram 18th

November 2023.

The day began with great anticipation as students

gathered at the school in the morning. Excitement

filled the air as students eagerly awaited the

adventure that awaited them. Once all the students

had arrived, they were divided into their class groups

and boarded buses that were arranged for the trip.

Each group had teachers accompanying them to

ensure their safety and to provide guidance

throughout the day. The buses departed from the

school and transported the students and teachers to

their respective picnic sites. As the buses rolled along

the scenic routes, students enjoyed the beautiful views

and the opportunity to bond with their classmates.

The educational field trip to Mahabalipuram, was an

exceptional learning experience for our students. The

students could witness the ancient architecture and

historical monuments of Tamil Nadu’s rich culture

and heritage. The students visited the Shore temple,

Five Rathas, Tiger Caves and Krishna’s Butter Ball

in Mahabalipuram.



ASSEMBLY  - WORLD ENTREPRENEURSHIP DAY
GRADE IX – 21.11.23

On 21.11.2023, an assembly

was held by the students of

class 9 on the occasion of the

World Day of Women

Entrepreneurship.



IEEE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM ON “IOT : 
INTERNET OF THINGS“

GRADE 7 & 8 – 16.11.23

Towards empowering Gen Next with

Future Skills, CurioKidz brings the

Prestigious IEEE Certificate Program

on “IoT : Internet of Things “ to

schools students the program was

conducted for grade 7&8 students on

16.11.23 IEEE - Institute of Electrical

andElectronics Engineers is the world's

largest industry body for promoting

education, research,innovation &

setting standards in the field of

electronics & electrical engineering.

This program combines the best of

theory with the most engaging of hands-

on exploration-based practical learning.



ANTIMICROBIAL WORKSHOP  
GRADE VI TO X 24.11.23

The Antimicrobial Awareness

Programme was conducted by Sri

Sairam Medical University & Research

Centre at our school campus from 22-24

November 2023 and organised by

Professor V. Poornima Pushkala

(Microbiology)



CONSTITUTION DAY
GRADE VI TO X -27.11.23

Report on Constitution Day celebration (27/11/23)

The constitution day was celebrated in our school on 27th

November, Monday to create awareness on the Indian

constitution. The significance of the day was inculcated

through highlighting the Preamble of our Constitution, the

major principles of our Constitution and the need to

preserve the National Integrity of our country.

As a mark of respect, tribute was paid to Dr.

B.R.Ambedkar, who played a pivotal role in drafting the

Constitution.

The students of San Academy Tambaram, took an oath to

abide by the principles of our Constitution and preserve its

national veracity.

As part of the celebration, the school organised

competitions like Quiz, Creative Writing and Poster -

Making on the topic “Constitution”. Students enjoyed

participating in the events and understood the importance

of the principles of our Constitution.

Grade 6 to 9 students participated with enthusiasm in

“Reading the Preamble” conducted by CBSE.

The school is proud to have participated in the above

activity organised by CBSE and hence we upload the

photos of the same as is requested.



INTRA COMPETITION  WINNERS
GRADE VI TO X – 23.11.23



KARUNA CLUBE
GRADE VI TO X – 28.11.23

The karuna international 

inaugrated the Karuna

club at San Academy 

Tambaram



MATH FEST
GRADE VI TO X – 28.11.23

Students of grade 10

proved their talent in the

MCC interschool math

fest. Rithika of grade 10

got third prize in the open

mic competition



TEACHER’S WORKSHOP- 28.11.23
HOW TO IMPROVE THE LATE BLOOMERS

On 25th November a

workshop for teachers

was conducted on the

topic "How to improve

the late bloomers".




